
We are carrying out a programme to
upgrade more than 41,000 street lights
across the county. We are replacing
existing light fittings with the latest light
emitting diode (LED) lamps which will
reduce energy consumption by up to two
thirds.

This programme is part of the Street
Lighting Energy Reduction Project which
will reduce carbon emissions and save
almost £24 million over 25 years.

What’s happening?
We will be removing the light fittings in
your street, replacing the existing lamps
with an LED light which is more energy
efficient.

There may be occasional instances
where we need to carry out additional
work such as repairing or replacing a
lighting column.

We will always try to keep disruption to a
minimum, but there may be times when
you might be inconvenienced particularly
when work is being carried out directly
outside your home or premises.

Street lighting
energy reduction
project

About the new lighting
� LED lighting is much more energy efficient

and has a longer lifespan than traditional
street lighting.

� The new lamps produce white light which
allows objects and people to be identified
more easily compared with the light from a
traditional lamp.

� The new lamps are also fitted with
technology which allows the street light to be
dimmed overnight.

� The lights will be dimmed by 25% between
10.00pm and midnight and by 50% between
midnight and 5.00am. Dimming by 50% is
generally unnoticeable to the human eye.

� We are required to light public footpaths and
roads, as illustrated below.

Shaded area represents the zone required to
be lit by street lights.  

How it looks
As illustrated below the main difference
with the new LED lights is that the light
focuses on the footpath and road, with less
overspill into surrounding gardens and
homes. It is a brighter, whiter light with
colours more visible and light levels
generally unaffected.
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